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Get a Complete Makeover of Your Wardrobe with Triple S

New lightweight Humor jackets, right on trend this year, called the Keanu Jacket in dress blue
and deep liche (leopard print); New Superdry Fuji Jackets and vest (Gilet), padded lightweight
jackets for the summer, along with the women's California jacket, same idea, lightweight
summer jacket. Superdry zip through cagoules in a range of colours again right on trend this
summer.

(PRWEB UK) 26 February 2013 -- Men’s humor jackets and Superdry Fuji jackets have been all the rage in
recent times and the brand which has brought these new, quirky designs into the market is Triple S Clothing.
Once a small store with just a little inventory of street wear, Triple S has traversed a long way to establish
themselves as an international fashion brand of the current century. Setting out with a wide array of Superdry
Windcheaters and clothing range including funky hoodies and tees, Triple S has endorsed a true blend of
contemporary and uniqueness in their clothing range. For both men and women, Triple S offers an all new
range of new and quirky designs, to suit their tastes and budget. For every season, the Triple S clothing range
has something new to offer.

The clothing brand had stepped its first in the mainstream fashion industry with the street wear brands in 2000.
However, within a small span of time it captured the youth fashion trends of the era, which has offered it a new
dimension. As a street wear brand in its initial days, Triple S had just a few stores in the northeastern parts of
England. With the passage of time, new stores are also opened in Sunderland, Newcastle city centre and
Gateshead Metro Centre Durham. At present, they have six stores in the city and the seventh store is now a pre-
opened property at the central distribution centre. It is expected to be opened shortly.

In recent years, Triple S, is known to be the most reliable shopping center with both online and offline facilities.
With Triple S, online shopping is extremely streamlined and hassles free. Moreover the customer is provided
with the utmost assurance of shipping the products in the safest and the quickest possible way. Recently, Triple
S has introduced a wide range of brands including Friend or Faux, Levis, Trash, Native Youth, Mi Pac, Vans,
Panuu, and so on.

The humor jackets and Supedry Fuji jackets for men are the best addition to their huge inventory, this season.
They have a wide array of selected premium quality of humor jackets, from where you can take your pick. To
complement with the humor jackets, customers can check out the stylish range of jeans, shorts, formal trousers,
formal and casual shirts. The clothing line is sure to offer you the style you have always craved for. A wide
range of stunning colours, size and styles are available, which can cater to the various youth fashion trends. The
Humor jacket range introduced by Triple S are all set to impart a spectacular style and comfort to the teens and
youths of the present times.

The Superdry Fuji jackets have revolutionized the concept of youth fashion trend. Initially, the concept of Fuji
jacket was popular within the boundaries of the United Kingdom, but today the clothing range has worldwide
market. What makes Triple S stands out from the lot is their ability to offer pure quality, diverse and
customized styles and that too at extremely lower prices. The Superdry Fuji jackets are suitable to men of all
age groups, although the youngsters are more interested in wearing it. Needless to say that the Superdry Fuji
clothing can turn anyone’s head along the way.

In addition to the new range of humor and Fuji jackets, Triple S brings a wide range of clothes for both men
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and women suitable for various seasons. Style changes in each season and the designers at Triple S try to stay
in tune with the changing trends.

Over the past few years, the Superdry clothing is attracting the spotlight. The new range of Fuji and Humor
Jackets are also expected to do the same. Triple S has always believed in experimenting and this new range of
jackets and clothing are the result of the experiment. In short, the clothing range is all set to amaze the
youngsters with their newest collection.

For queries and more information about the Triple S clothing, you can contact in the following address:

Triple S Clothing ltd
Contact Person:David Welch (Manager)
Address: Triple S, Unit 3
Dukesway, Team Valley
Gateshead, NE11 0PZ
Email id : info(at)triplesclothing(dot)co(dot)uk
Phone 0191 482 6177
Website: http://www.triplesclothing.co.uk/
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Contact Information
David Welch
Triple S Clothing ltd
http://www.triplesclothing.co.uk/
0191 482 6177

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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